Are heated tobacco products a healthy alternative to cigarettes?
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ABSTRACT
As well as being an extremely widespread addiction, tobacco smoking is a well-known cause of numerous deaths around the world. Most (80–90%) of lung cancer cases occur among smokers. The awareness of harmful effects of smoking is growing constantly. Manufacturers of tobacco products have recently opted to face this challenge by marketing heated tobacco products. Based on the performed research, tobacco companies maintain that these products are less harmful. They advertise their products as a smokeless, unconventional, less harmful cigarette. Due to the short follow-up period, the studies on consequences of using heated tobacco products are still scarce. This article presents a review of the literature focused on the use of heated tobacco products as an alternative to traditional cigarettes.
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INTRODUCTION
Tobacco products, especially traditional cigarettes, are epidemiologically linked to a considerable increase in the risk of development of many illnesses, including a lung cancer. Owing to the widespread implementation of numerous prevention programmes, the awareness of the harmfulness of tobacco smoking is growing constantly among the public. The number of tobacco smokers has been on the decrease since the early 1960s [1]. However, there is a substantial number of people who – despite pharmacological and psychotherapeutic support, or merely the knowledge of the risk – cannot or do not want to quit smoking. Producers of heated tobacco products (HTPs) claim that levels of toxins and other dangerous compounds in these products are considerably lower, and inhalation of the modified aerosol is less harmful [2, 3]. HTPs are a hybrid of a conventional cigarette and an e-cigarette. Is then the use of heated tobacco products a safer alternative to cigarettes?

One of the most popular devices for heating tobacco is the IQOS (I-QUIT-ORDINARY-SMOKING) system, developed by Philip Morris International (PMI). This company has a 15.5% share in the global tobacco market outside the USA, and its major brands of cigarettes are the well-known Marlboro or L&M, sold all over the world [4]. Based on the in-company research, Philip Morris International has concluded that tobacco heating is less harmful than smoking [5–8]. HTPs are less common than traditional and e-cigarettes, but a growing interest in these products is observed nowadays.

The demand for tobacco products is so huge that the economic cost of tobacco smoking globally reached nearly 2 trillion US dollars in 2016, thus making up almost 2% of global economic output. In Poland alone, the state budget’s revenue from selling tobacco products in 2019 was 28.7 billion Polish zloty [9]. According to the 2015 data published by the American Cancer Society (ATC), 942 million men and 175 million women above 15 years of age smoke tobacco products globally [10]. In 2019, Borland et al. carried out a cohort study where it was estimated that an average smoker would have made around 40 attempts to quit smoking by the age of 40 [11]. It is also assessed that chances to quit smoking unassisted are less than 5%.

The purpose of this article is to review the literature concerning tobacco products, especially the use of heated tobacco products as an alternative to conventional cigarettes.

CONSEQUENCES OF TOBACCO SMOKING
Addiction to tobacco is linked to numerous premature deaths, which may have been prevented. Fatal cases are due to many neoplastic diseases, so-called tobacco-dependent cancers (e.g. cancers of lungs, larynx, pharynx, oesophagus or urinary tract), referred to as the 21st century epidemic [12, 13]. Furthermore, tobacco smoking certainly contributes to the development of pulmonary diseases, coronary disease, stroke, critical limb ischaemia, and many other illnesses, leading to the death of over half of the population who regularly consume tobacco [14, 15]. It has been demonstrated that tobacco smoking shortens the life span by about 10 years; for comparison, the estimated loss in longevity due to hypertension is 1 to 3 years [16, 17]. Although most smokers are aware that smoking is bad for their health, this addiction remains the major cause of premature deaths around the world. According to the 2017 data published by the Global Burden of Disease Study, there are 8.1 million fatalities around the world each year due to tobacco consumption, including: 7.1 million caused by tobacco smoking, 76,000 due to tobacco chewing and 1.22 million because of second-hand tobacco smoking [18].

Since the mid-1980s, lung cancer has been the most frequently diagnosed cancer in the world (excluding the cancer originating from keratinocytes), and the major cause of cancer-related death. Lung cancer corresponds to 17% and 9% of all cancers among men and women, respectively, and is responsible for 19% of all deaths due to cancer [19]. In Poland, 140,500 persons, including around 70,000 men and 70,500 women, are diagnosed with cancer every year. Compared to other European Union countries, the morbidity of malignant cancers in Poland is lower: 20% among men and around 10% among women [20–22].

Because of the changing trends in the population growth, ageing of the society, and the burden of accompanying illnesses and environmental factors, it is necessary to constantly monitor the global epidemiology of lung cancer. According to the Human Development Index (HDI), which is a measure of the social development of a state, the countries classified as ‘average’ and ‘low’ record nearly half (49%) of all cases of lung cancer in the world [23, 24].

As heated tobacco products were first launched in 2014, there has been little time for observations and therefore there are no studies concerning the long-term consequences of using this type of tobacco. Thus, it is extremely difficult to conclude whether they have a negative or a positive influence, for example in terms of the incidence of neoplastic diseases. It is practically im-
possible to assess the risk of development of lung cancer due to HTPs. Likewise, making any comparison of distant consequences of heated tobacco use is prevented by the short period of exposure to these products.

At present, it is impossible to assess unequivocally the risk of the development of lung cancer due to HTPs. Comparison of distant consequences of inhaling heated tobacco is not possible due to the short period of exposure. In 1975, Calms noted that the average time that elapses from exposure to tobacco to development of lung cancer is 20 years [25]. The same conclusion was drawn by Islami et al. in 2015 [26]. Slightly divergent results, because of a different structure of their research, were published by Tindle et al. in 2018. These authors divided the population into active smokers, smokers who had quit smoking, and people who had never smoked. They proved that lung cancer developed on average after 5 years in so-called heavy smokers; after 15 years in those who had stopped smoking and after 25 years in those who had never been smoking [27]. HTPs have been popular for just a few years. Another research obstacle is the fact that IQOS are most often chosen by people who have already been smoking and therefore at a potentially higher risk of developing lung cancer. However, based on biological models and current knowledge about cancers, it is believed that there is still a high risk to life posed by using such novel tobacco products [28]. There are already some indications in the available literature suggesting that HTPs are harmful. Lee et al. conducted a cross-sectional study on 58,336 Korean students, and demonstrated that the use of various tobacco products, including HTPs, may contribute to an increased risk of asthma, allergic rhinitis and atopic dermatitis [29]. The use of IQOS (a type of HTPs) may also cause toxic damage to the liver, which is unobserved in people smoking traditional cigarettes [30].

HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS – THE HISTORY AND THE NEW REALITY

The HTP technology is not new. As mentioned previously, its earliest form appeared in the 1960s, when these products were called ‘a healthier cigarette’ [31]. However, it was not until the 1980s that this system was first used by tobacco companies. In 1988, the American company RJ Reynolds (RJR) began the marketing of the first HTP Premier. The company’s aim was to produce a cigarette that would offer the pleasure and satisfaction of smoking but would not be burdened with so many negative consequences as the conventional cigarette [32]. However, none of the products they sold was successful enough. The technology was not advanced enough to enable the manufacture of adequate batteries, a hurdle also encountered during the development of mobile telecommunication. A new stage in the launching of these products began in 2014, and was associated with such marketing slogans as ‘an unconventional cigarette’, ‘smokeless’; or ‘reducing damage’ [33, 34]. In 2018, HTPs became available in many countries across the world [35].

In a regular cigarette, while tobacco smoke is being inhaled into the lungs, tobacco burns at a temperature of 700–900°C. The process of combustion, however, occurs only at the tip of a smoked cigarette. One phase of the thermal tobacco burning process includes pyrolysis, which results in the generation of most of the toxic smoke ingredients. A decrease in the incineration temperature became one of the methods to reduce the exposure to harmful substances [36]. Owing to the novel technology applied in HTP devices, an electric source of heat warms up tobacco to 350°C, which is enough to release nicotine-containing, aromatic vapour [35, 37, 38]. Studies commissioned by tobacco companies show that the aerosol produced by heating tobacco products contains lower levels of toxic substances than tobacco smoke does [39]. In e-cigarettes, the user inhales aerosol produced by heating liquid nicotine.

However, a systematic review issued in 2018 demonstrated that most of the published research was closely linked to the tobacco industry (20 out of 31 studies) [40]. It turned out that the studies conducted by tobacco companies are in vitro or in vivo experiments, while clinical studies on human populations are practically non-existent [41–43]. It is therefore essential to verify the data published by tobacco companies which indicate that HTPs are less harmful.

THE HAZARDOUS PHENOMENON OF TOBACCO HEATING PRODUCTS

The data published by the US Department of Health and Social Care show that young people are the prevalent group of consumers of e-cigarettes [44]. According to the 2020 data, 19.6% of higher school students use e-cigarettes, while 1.4% opt for HTPs [45]. 20% of adolescents use several types of tobacco products [46]. Such behaviour is associated with a greater inclination to reach for heated tobacco products. Younger people, being more engaged in social media, are more likely to be influenced by advertising. The company Philip Morris International (PMI), which launched IQOS with the help of various marketing techniques, appeals to young people by advertising their product as ‘an essentially different tobacco product’ or ‘a smokeless alternative to cigarettes’ [47]. It is estimated that in the year 2018 alone tobac-
Consumer culture, fostered by aggressive advertising, favours the use of such products as IQOS. A study completed by Kim et al. dealing with the use of conventional and heated tobacco products showed that some part of the general public associated the use of HTPs with wealthy people (the cost of using these devices is higher than that of smoking regular cigarettes) or people searching for new experiences [49]. What matters here is the marketing strategy of companies manufacturing HTDs, which promote free-of-charge or inexpensive training sessions in shops or offer starter packages at discount prices [50]. The fashionable looks of an IQOS device, which resembles a pen and draws on the cutting-edge technologies, induces young people to reach for this product. Cheol Min Lee in a paper published in 2020 proved that most HTP users were young, well-educated and high-income people [51].

The popularity of IQOS products continues to grow. For example, less than 1% of the population in Japan used this product in 2015 but this figure rose to 3.6% in 2017 [52]. A study completed by Hair et al. demonstrated that such assets as cleanliness (no smell of tobacco smoke) contribute to the greater appeal of the IQOS system [53].

In 2014, the European Parliament passed the tobacco directive, which prohibits the sale of cigarettes with a characterising flavour, including menthol cigarettes. This directive came into force on May 20th, 2020 [54]. Numerous studies on adolescents and young adults have shown, however, that preferences for specific flavours still play an important role in consumer choices [55–57]. Based on data concerning e-cigarettes, it has been proven that 8 out of 10 e-cigarette users choose flavoured liquids [45]. The HTP products also contain a flavouring agent, which is so highly appreciated among young smokers.

HTP – “A HEALTHY ALTERNATIVE”

The idea behind primary prophylaxis is to prevent negative consequences of certain behaviours (like tobacco smoking) to health and life. However, if it is impossible to avoid them completely, the aim should be to limit to the highest degree the exposure to harmful factors, although lesser exposure does not equate a lesser risk to life.

An overview of numerous studies, such as those conducted by the WHO Working Group, has demonstrated that cancerogenic compounds, e.g. aldehydes and volatile organic compounds, have been reduced in HTPs by about 80% to 99%, while the content of mercury decreased by ca 75% [58]. Polycyclic hydrocarbons and carbon oxide generated by incomplete incineration are also lowered in HTPs by about 90%. However, it is worth remembering that the time of observation of HTP users is insufficient to draw final conclusions, and many of the relevant studies – as mentioned earlier – have been carried out by companies involved in the production of tobacco products. A good example could be two papers published in the same year, 2018, but authored by different teams of researchers. Caponnetto et al. showed that the level of carbon oxide in inhaled air did not increase due to the use of HTPs (eCO) [59]. In contrast, Adriaens et al. published their research results, also in 2018, implicating that the use of tobacco heating systems leads to a higher concentration of eCO, although the increase is not significant clinically [60]. This arises from the fact that as tobacco is heated up to a limited temperature of 350°C, CO can be generated by low-temperature pyrolysis [61, 62]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the concentration of some substances, such as propylene glycol, glycidol, acetol and 2-propen-1-ol, is higher than in the regular cigarette [63]. In 2019, the FDA issued a statement concluding that the smoke generated in the IQOS system contains other, potentially cancerogenic substances, which are unique for this type of a tobacco heating device [64].

There is a growing number of reports suggesting a beneficial effect of the shift from smoking tobacco to HTPs [65, 66]. It is maintained that the reduced exposure to harmful factors will have a positive influence by decreasing the cancerogenic hazard. This beneficial effect might be achieved in the case of long-term smokers who cannot quit smoking. The data published by a research team from Korea show that 305 of HTP users have stopped smoking tobacco owing to this solution [67]. One of the PMI-commissioned studies showed that the use of HTPs in comparison to conventional tobacco smoking affected a reduction in the biomarkers linked to endothelial dysfunction, oxidative stress, inflammatory condition and high-density lipoproteins as well as cholesterol [2]. However, an independent study completed by Leigh et al. revealed that IQOS systems are characterised by a considerably higher cytotoxicity than e-cigarettes, although lower one than regular cigarettes [41]. St Helen et al. demonstrated that the use of IQOs diminishes the risk caused by some (40 out of 93) of the harmful substances identified by the FDA [68]. In brief, the above review shows that there are numerous studies whose results are often contradictory.
CONCLUSION

It is doubtless that non-smoking is best for our health. However, one may consider the use of HTP systems by patients who wish to quit smoking but experience acute nicotine cravings and withdrawal symptoms. Moreover, it is possible to consider the use of these products by patients who cannot stop smoking completely, as a substitute for this addiction. Nevertheless, it remains important to continue studies on long-term effects of HTPs conducted by researchers not affiliated with tobacco companies.
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